opposing team
48. an offensive back usually positioned behind the quarterback and to the side of the fullback
50. a kick made after the ball is first placed on the ground
52. a goal scored by a placekick, scoring three points
53. an offensive end who lines up close to the tackle
55. the attacking team or players
56. a change in the offensive play called by the quarterback at the line of scrimmage
57. an offensive player who is positioned at a distance from the end and is used primarily as a pass receiver
58. a protective mask covering the nose and mouth or nose and eyes
59. a field for football, marked with regularly spaced parallel lines
60. one of a series of marks made along parallel lines that delineate the middle of the field, used to spot the ball after a play ends outside these lines
61. a defensive player normally positioned behind the line of scrimmage, but in front of the safeties
62. an act of seizing and stopping a player in possession of the ball by knocking them to the ground